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Shattered
After witnessing the murder of her lover
and the heartbreaking loss of their unborn
child, Savannah wants to end it all. Then
she is given a second chance at love. Sadly,
even when life hands you second chances it
doesnt always follow that things will work
out the way you want them to. Some lies
can just be too painful to move on from.
Whats worse than being broken?

Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Shattered (1991) - IMDb Crime Dan Merrick comes out from a shattering car accident with amnesia. He finds that he
is married to Judith who is trying to help him start his life again. 8 Top Shattered Revelations About Hillarys
Terrible Campaign Drawing on the authors deep knowledge of Hillary from their previous book, the acclaimed
biography HRC, Shattered offers an object lesson in how Hillary Hillary Clinton Has Shattered to Thank for Yet
Another Terrible Apr 18, 2017 Providing that answer is the mission accepted by Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes in
Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign. Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign Kindle Forum discussions with the word(s) shattered in the title: A pitiful, shattered wretch. a voice shattered our
sanctity as he waded through the shattered city Books: Shattered looks back at Hillary Clintons failed campaign
Crime A perfect familys dynamic is ruined by a kidnappers brutally efficient plot. efficient plot. Shattered -- Trailer for
Shattered aka Butterfly On A Wheel Shattered Picks Through The Broken Pieces Of Hillary Clintons How
Shattered Changed My Mind About Hillary: Now I Like Her Apr 25, 2017 Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons
Doomed Campaign is a blow-by-blow account of the failed Clinton campaign, chronicling every misstep, bad Hillary
Clintons entitlement doomed her campaign, Shattered co Shattered (Alaskan Courage) (Volume 2) [Dani Pettrey]
on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Piper McKenna would be overjoyed at the sight of WATCH: Shattered
co-author Amie Parnes on the many mistakes Apr 17, 2017 In their compelling new book, Shattered, the journalists
Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes write that Clintons loss suddenly made sense of all Shattered Revelation: Clinton
Campaign Hatched Russian Hacking Apr 18, 2017 shattered Around 7:45 on election night, when Hillary Clinton
and her aides still thought they were headed to the White House, troubling news Shattered Synonyms, Shattered
Antonyms Apr 21, 2017 Its been nearly six months since Hillary Clinton lost the presidency to Donald Trump, and if
she had any hope that people would stop talking The Co-Author of Shattered, the Gutting Clinton Campaign
Autopsy Apr 19, 2017 This is the question at the heart of Shattered, a new autopsy of the campaign by authors
Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes. Told largely through Taibbi on the New Book That Brutalizes the Clinton
Campaign Apr 20, 2017 Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign hit shelves on Tuesday and presents an
unflinching autopsy on Clintons latest failed shattered - English-Spanish Dictionary - May 2, 2017 Shattered: Inside
Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign opens with the Democratic candidates staff preparing for the Roosevelt Island
speech in Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign: Jonathan Apr 24, 2017 And now that were
months removed from Donald Trumps electoral upset over Hillary Clinton, Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes Shattered:
SHATTERED: Richard Neely: 9780679734987: : Books Synonyms for shattered at with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Shattered: Jonathan Allen & Amie Parnes Reveal
Clinton Apr 19, 2017 In a new book, Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign, the overarching narrative
paints a picture of a campaign bogged down Apr 21, 2017 The new Clinton campaign tell-all, Shattered: Inside Hillary
Clintons Doomed Campaign, reveals how Hillary Clinton personally placed blame Shattered (2007) - IMDb May 4,
2017 Former staff members of Hillary Clintons presidential campaign have tried to rebut characterizations of the
candidate in a new book, Shattered. Hillary Clinton loss detailed in book Shattered - Washington Times May 3,
2017 Susan Bordo blames sexism for Clintons defeat while Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes point to her campaigns
incompetence. The Destruction of Hillary Clinton and Shattered review was Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons
Doomed Campaign Hardcover Deckle Edge, April 18, 2017. How Hillary Clinton lost the 2016 election to Donald
Trump is the riveting story of a sure thing gone off the rails. Providing that answer is the mission accepted by Jonathan
Allen and Clinton aides deny infighting captured in Shattered book - POLITICO May 8, 2017 The stark element
of the smash hit Shattered is that the authors could only scare up a few measly breadcrumbs of anything the Hillary
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Shattered, Book About Clinton Campaign, May Become TV Series Editorial Reviews. Review. [A] compelling new
book Its the story of a wildly dysfunctional and spirit-crushing campaign that embraced a flawed strategy Shattered by
Jonathan Allen, Amie Parnes PenguinRandomHouse Apr 19, 2017 In Shattered, we learn that ten speechwriters,
consultants, and aides had a hand in writing Clintons announcement speech, which Hillary Clinton Shattered:
Takeaways From the New Book Apr 18, 2017 Hillary Clinton annoyed many Democrats when she turned her
campaign to the left and was unable to persuade voters to elect her president, Shattered Author: Ill-Tempered Hillary
Unwilling to Go Out Apr 25, 2017 The book is titled Shattered: Inside Hillarys Clintons Doomed Campaign. The best
thing about it is the title, Shattered. After that it is pretty Shattered or Contorted? What a New Book Gets Wrong
about the May 2, 2017 In Shattered, the first must-read book to emerge from the 2016 presidential election, political
reporters Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes Shattered (Alaskan Courage) (Volume 2): Dani Pettrey Apr 20, 2017 A
new book by Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes examines what went wrong during Hillary Clintons 2016 campaign.
There is a critical scene in Shattered, the new behind-the-scenes campaign diary by Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes, in
which staffers in the Hillary Clinton campaign begin Shattered: 5 juicy Clinton campaign revelations May 26, 2017
Shattered: Inside Hillary Clintons Doomed Campaign Co- Author Jonathan Allen on director Spike Lees comments
about Hillary Clintons Images for Shattered SHATTERED [Richard Neely] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. A masterpiece of fifties high pulp -- a breathtaking plunge into the
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